DARSTELLUNG DER PUBLIKATION

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT OF THE DISSERTATION
The human ability to learn and remember is remarkable, yet a trait that remains puzzling and poorly understood. Only a small subset of our experiences are stored in long-term memory and become accessible for later retrieval. One key mediator of learning and formation of long-term memory is reward. Reward (e.g., food, juice, monetary incentives) has been shown to mediate a range of human and animal behaviors (O'Doherty, 2004; Schultz, 2006) , in particular, long-term retention of procedural and episodic memory is enhanced by reward (Abe et al., 2011; Wittmann, Dolan, & Düzel, 2011; Wittmann, Schiltz, Boehler, & Düzel, 2008) . The striatum is known to play a crucial role in reward-based learning and interacts with distinct brain systems during learning (Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986; Breiter & Rosen, 1999; Shohamy, 2011) . Understanding the way by which interactions between the striatum and other brain regions contribute to learning and memory formation has recently become a focus of increasing neuroscientific interest (Shohamy & Adcock, 2010) .
Long-term memory relies on activity in areas within the medial temporal lobe (Frankland & Bontempi, 2005; Simons & Spiers, 2003) , with recent evidence also pointing specifically to the ventral striatum (Ferretti et al., 2010) . Functional connectivity between ventral striatum, specifically nucleus accumbens (NAcc), and the hippocampus can be strengthened by reward further contributing to long-term memory (Tabuchi, Mulder, & Wiener, 2000) . The neuronal systems underlying reward-based learning have been investigated extensively in neuroimaging studies.
In particular, increased blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal, as measured with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), has been consistently documented in ventral striatum, with additional evidence for right side lateralization (Diekhof, Kaps, Falkai, & Gruber, 2012; Knutson, Adams, Fong, & Hommer, 2001a) .
Reward-based learning and memory formation also engages larger scale frontostriatal and striatolimbic circuits (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Liu, Hairston, Schrier, & Fan, 2011; Pennartz, Ito, Verschure, Battaglia, & Robbins, 2011; Shohamy, 2011) .
Notably, activity within mesolimbic circuits potentiates the formation of reward-based memory, implying that motivational states can modulate learning through this mesolimbic network (Adcock, Thangavel, Whitfield-Gabrieli, Knutson, & Gabrieli, 2006) . The ability to form and retain memories varies substantially across individuals (Grön et al., 2003; S. Robertson, Myerson, & Hale, 2006) . Such inter-individual variability also characterizes reward-based learning (Avila et al., 2011; Samanez-Larkin, Hollon, Carstensen, & Knutson, 2008; Samanez-Larkin, Kuhnen, Yoo, & Knutson, 2010) .
The relationship between structural and functional neural activity of entire networks and behavior has not been fully understood. Previous work started to investigate such links by studying network connectivity with resting state and diffusion tensor MRI. Variability in resting state functional connectivity (RSFC) was found to be related to inter-individual differences in performance of memory and sensori-motor tasks (Sala-Llonch et al., 2011; Tomassini et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010) . The behavioral relevance of spontaneous neuronal activity is by now well established (Albert, Robertson, Mehta, & Miall, 2009; Bassett et al., 2011; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; M. D. Fox et al., 2005) , and regions within networks identified with RSFC are active in association with performance of specific tasks (Greicius, Krasnow, Reiss, & Menon, 2003; Smith et al., 2009; Toro, Fox, & Paus, 2008) . It is therefore feasible that RSFC within related networks could contribute to learn and form a memory (Wang et al., 2010) . The extent to which network activity correlates with formation of long-term memories in the framework of reward-based learning is not known.
SUMMARY OF METHODS
In the present study, we measured fMRI at rest before training to identify the contribution of frontostriatal-limbic networks to reward-based memory formation by examining whether spontaneous neuronal activity within this network can account for inter-individual differences in learning a visuomotor task with reward feedback and with long-term retention of the associated procedural memory. Memory formation was tested in 15 subjects at three separate time points to account for the different stages in learning which are characteristic for procedural learning (Dayan & Cohen, 2011) : immediately, one day and one month after training. We then correlated a measure of average network connectivity with each of the memory scores to determine connectivity-memory relations. A control group (n=15) that trained with no reward feedback and two control networks unrelated to reward processing were analyzed to assess the specificity of our results.
FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The results of this study demonstrate novel evidence linking functional connectivity at rest and reward-based procedural memory. Connectivity within a widely distributed frontostriatal-limbic network, as measured prior to training, predicted the formation of long-term procedural memory, acquired with reward feedback. Similar correlations were not found for either immediate memory nor for memory tested a day after training, although they become stronger over time. The possibility that prediction of long-term memory merely reflected general variability of RSFC within subjects' brains was ruled out by analyzing two unrelated networks. One composed of regions showing functional connectivity with right intraparietal sulcus (IPS), i.e. the dorsal attention network, and another with left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), i.e. a frontoparieto-temporal language network. Subject-specific connectivity within these networks showed no significant relationship with any of the memory measures. To further assure the specificity of the frontostriatal-limbic network for predicting rewardbased memory formation rather than procedural learning, we trained a control group, who performed the same task with no performance-based reward feedback.
Statistically significant correlations were not found between any of the memory measures and RSFC for this group of subjects.
Components of the frontostriatal-limbic network. Extensive evidence establishes a critical role for the ventral striatum, mostly the NAcc, in reward processing. Several reward-related functions such as anticipation (Knutson, Fong, Adams, Varner, & Hommer, 2001b; Kroemer et al., 2014; Schott et al., 2008) , encoding of reward prediction error (Abler, Walter, Erk, Kammerer, & Spitzer, 2006; Rodriguez, Aron, & Poldrack, 2006) and evaluation of reward (Liu et al., 2007) have been linked to NAcc. This structure has similarly been shown to be involved in formation of procedural memory (Albouy et al., 2008) , and initiation of locomotion (Nicola, 2010) . Thus, with respect to reward-based procedural learning the striatum may integrate dopaminergic reward signals with sensory cues via corticostriatal and thalamostriatal afferents and mediate the generation of motor commands via direct and indirect output pathways with the motor cortex (M1) (Wickens, Reynolds, & Hyland, 2003) , for instance through a ventral tegmental area (VTA) to M1 projection (Hosp, Pekanovic, RioultPedotti, & Luft, 2011) . Other regions within the frontostriatal-limbic network found here have also been implicated in specific reward-related functions. Activity in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) was found to be associated with formation of a memory for predictable rewards (Bialleck et al., 2011) . Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is engaged in the encoding of reward value (Elliott, Newman, Longe, & Deakin, 2003) and is also implicated in processing other motivational relevant variables (Elliott, Friston, & Dolan, 2000; Fellows & Farah, 2005) . The anterior cingulate cortex has been found to be essential for integrating reward and motor responses (Williams, Bush, Rauch, Cosgrove, & Eskandar, 2004) , while structures like the thalamus, amygdala and vmPFC interact during associative learning with reward (Gaffan & Murray, 1990) .
Other parts of the frontostriatal-limbic network including structures in the medial temporal lobe are known to be crucial for memory formation, and their interactions with the prefrontal cortex are necessary for the transition into long-term memory (Frankland & Bontempi, 2005; Simons & Spiers, 2003) . Amygdala is not only activated by rewarding stimuli (Canli, Sivers, Whitfield, Gotlib, & Gabrieli, 2002) , but its activity is also coupled with the striatum during learning (Popescu, Popa, & Paré, 2009 ) and also interacts with medial temporal lobe systems to coordinate memory formation (Bauer, Paz, & Paré, 2007; Dolcos, LaBar, & Cabeza, 2004) . In Figure 1 a network similar to the one found in our study is shown, which is suggested to be involved in memory, learning and reward (Kelley, 2004) . While correlations of memory and RSFC in our study strengthened over time, functional connectivity in the frontostriatal-limbic network at rest only predicted longterm memory, as assessed 4 weeks after reward-based training. These findings appear to suggest a selective role for this network in formation of lasting rewardbased memory formation, but not for more immediate forms of memory and may thus reflect systems consolidation within the related circuits. Whereas synaptic consolidation, that is consolidation, on a cellular, local level, is accomplished within hours, systems consolidation takes weeks and up to months to reorganize the largescale brain circuits that encode memory (Dudai, 2004) . While our findings did not prospectively track reorganization in the frontostriatal-limbic network over time, they document a stronger link between this large-scale network and long-term memory formation, which may reflect the longer time it takes this network to reorganize following reward-based learning. Additional work is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
Possible links with dopaminergic systems. The recruitment of the ventral striatum
by reward-based learning may rely on dopaminergic neurotransmission (Schultz, 2004; Zald et al., 2004) . Variation in functional connectivity within the frontostriatallimbic network as reported here could mirror variability in baseline striatal dopamine synthesis capacity which predicts individual differences in reward-based learning (Cools et al., 2009) . Moreover, memory acquisition and consolidation are impaired by dopamine antagonists (Willuhn & Steiner, 2008) and dopamine-release in the striatum is increased while learning a new motor sequence task (Lappin et al., 2009), implying that increased dopamine levels, which can be evoked by reward, positively affect memory formation (Koepp et al., 1998; Lisman & Grace, 2005) . Overall, reward-based learning has been suggested to be dependent on a dopamine-driven plasticity (Pessiglione, Seymour, Flandin, Dolan, & Frith, 2006 (Lappin et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Vickery, Chun, & Lee, 2011) .
Primate and other animal models demonstrate that regions within this network are anatomically connected (Haber & Knutson, 2010; Koepp et al., 1998; Lisman & Grace, 2005) . For instance projections from limbic areas (Friedman, Aggleton, & Saunders, 2002; Fudge, Kunishio, Walsh, Richard, & Haber, 2002) and the OFC reach the ventral striatum, and similarly from the ventral striatum to pallidum and midbrain (Haber, Kunishio, Mizobuchi, & Lynd-Balta, 1995) . In humans, diffusion MRI fiber tracking studies demonstrated structural connectivity between the ventral striatum and the ventromedial frontal cortex and limbic regions such as uncus and amygdala (Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Lehéricy et al., 2004) . Structural connectivity measured with diffusion MRI can predict system-level properties of functional networks at rest (Honey et al., 2009) . Importantly, links between functional connectivity as detected at rest and structural network architecture have been widely reported (Greicius, Supekar, Menon, & Dougherty, 2009; Tomassini et al., 2011) , and may potentially explain the results reported here. Namely, stronger functional connectivity of regions with the NAcc, as found here, may facilitate long-term retention of newly acquired skills by maximizing the efficiency of information processing in both local and distant interactions of network components (Sepulcre et al., 2010) , conceivably through an underlying variation in structural connectivity (Fields, 2011) .
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Using resting state fMRI and seed-based analysis we identified a large-scale frontostriatal-limbic network, composed of areas implicated in reward processing and memory formation. Two groups of healthy individuals were subsequently trained on a visuomotor procedural learning task receiving reward feedback (n=15) or auditory feedback only (control group, n=15). Memory formation was tested immediately after, one day and one month after training. Functional connectivity within the identified network predicted inter-individual variability of long-term procedural memory in the rewarded group but not in the control group. Two unrelated control networks were analyzed to further test specificity of our results and did not show correlations with any of the behavioral measures. We thus propose that variation in frontostriatal-limbic connectivity may be a source for inter-individual differences in memory formation acquired with reward.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG DER ERGEBNISSE
In der vorliegenden Arbeit haben wir ein frontostriato-limbisches Netzwerk mittels funktionellem "resting state" MRT und "seed-based" Analyse identifiziert. Dieses Netzwerk besteht aus Hirnregionen, die in der bestehenden Literatur bereits mit 
